
 
 

Audiologists!!! Have you ever dreamed about living in Lethbridge Alberta? Probably not. To be honest 
neither did my colleague or myself but here we are loving it! We are a busy "drama free" standalone 
private practice, focused on adult hearing care. Our clinic is located in a small city of 100,000 people, 
within a short drive to the mountains and fast commuting from anywhere in the city.  
 
Our clinic was established in 2015 and is situated in a new beautiful spacious building. We are a forward 
thinking group and constantly strive to give our clinicians the latest tools they need to provide 
exceptional patient care. We are looking for a full time audiologist, preferably with 1 to 2 years of 
experience in fitting hearing aids to adults. New graduates would be welcome to apply and mentoring 
would be provided. 

 
What we Offer: 

 

 Competitive salary 

 Excellent medical benefits 

 Fitness/Exercise membership (we are a very active fit group) 

 3 weeks vacation 

 Professional development 

 Paid annual professional membership dues 

 “Waterton Seminars” 

 

Daily tasks and responsibilities 

 Hearing assessments, OAEs, QuickSIN, TEN, AMTAS 

 Perform tinnitus assessments. 

 Make ear impressions and ear molds, order instruments. 

 Program hearing aids 

 Fit hearing aids with REM and assist with any adjustments, questions or problems. 

 Counsel patients. 

 Maintain documentation and patient files. 

 Ideas and suggestions for making our patient care better 

 

Qualifications 

 1-2 years hearing aid dispensing experience preferred. 

 New grads will be considered, mentoring and training provided (we don’t bite) 

 Ability to be licensed, or hold a current license with ACSLPA. 

 The ability to work in a team environment. 

 The ability to interact professionally at all times with patients, audiologists, hearing instrument specialists and 

physicians, as well as other team members. 

 Sense of humor. 

 

Just hit the apply button or please send a resume in confidence to Tom Copps AUD Email: 

audfirst@outlook.com. Distance interviews can be set up in person, through Facetime or 

Skype.  Website: www.audiologyfirst.ca 


